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1. Abstract
Blockchain

technology

means

the

opening

of

decentralized

world.

Transaction is easy, and there is no regulation. This is the new kind of
currency system under the 4th industrial revolution, used in anywhere as the
alternative to cash. We can exchange faster through this technology, and can
apply this for many fields. Many blockchain project however focuses on the
decentralized technology only, and shows several limits in practical use.

Axial Entertainment Coin (hereinafter referred to as AXL Coin) aims to open
the new world with firm purpose, while overcoming these limits.

AXL Coin is an ERC-20-based coin, facilitating Ethereum through blockchain
assets. AXL Coin is fully dispersed, and guarantees transparency and reliability.
Its technology enables things through technology which had been impossible
in the past. This will be perfectly used for the way of investment for
domestic/foreign pop culture art and performance planning, and the way of
consumption for the entertainment markets.

Entertainment Industry Economics (Harold Vogel, 2003) defines the
entertainment industry as the cultural activity which brings joy to many
people, and which provides related products or service.
The author, Harold Vogel, divided this entertainment industry as a
dependent type and a live type. In detail, the former mainly involves media
image fields such as movies, music and broadcasting. The latter involves the

fields where the entertainment is connected to the specific site, which does
not require a tool such as media.

Entertainment industry, becoming the top added value industry in the 21st
century, is generally called as the culture contents industry. Within the
advanced industry development, each individual is expected to have more
interests in intellectual and artistic representation of the future-oriented
entertainment industry including theater, movie, music and game, along with
the change of perception as seeking quality in his/her life.
Conventional manufacture in the past had been the industry where there
was excessive investment cost in the early stage with uniform and
standardized production, and where the individual characteristic is ignored.
Entertainment industry on the other hand is the high added value industry
where the profit is made by fusing one’s desire and another’s capacity to
create.

In the ‘strategic view on blockchain’, Boston Consulting Group analyzed that
this can be more efficient in reducing the transaction cost compared to
existing networks, adding that ‘Coase Therorem’, explaining the transaction
cost in economics, can also be applied to the blockchain market.
With this blockchain technology, AXL Coin aims to reduce the unnecessary
costs in the entertainment markets, and to resolve many issues within.

2. Vision
AXL Coin, headed with blockchain technology which leads the 4th industrial
revolution, engages into comfortable consumption on overall cultural industry
contents such as movies, theaters, musical, concerts, songs and sports, while
becoming the key currency in consuming all contents above. We have
developed

the

application

embedded

with

distinguished

‘AXL

Wallet

Application (blockchain payment gateway system)’, with the purpose of
protecting the rights of consumers and of increasing the profit ratio. Using
this, we introduced AXL Coin as the derivative currency which is comfortable
to exchange with the AXL Online Point. Associated products (ticket, album,
MD) in the overall entertainment markets are able to be purchased by a
discounted price with ease through the application. Moreover, we mean to
expand the usage through mobile coupon purchase, and through the crowd
funding, which allows official and transparent investment in the entertainment
market.
Through the customer-based user-friendly contents recommendation, the
customer gets recommendation on the contents chosen by people with
similar characteristics to himself or herself. This will lead to further usage and
consumption of the contents. Unique contents recommendation algorithm of
ABA Lab, based on machine learning, will be applied into this.

This will contribute to enhancing the value of AXL coin, compared to other
coins based on other entertainment fields.
This will also lead to the investment criterion for overall development of the
culture industry, through investment on performance and planning in the

entertainment industry, and through performance and planning for the
worldly-renowned pop stars in their Asia tours. Economic system created by
AXL Coin will be shared with everyone who contributes its added value. We
will make effort in establishing the environment for sustainable growth of this
system.

‘AXL Wallet Application’, becoming the application platform of AXL Coin
under the objectives above, will provide multiple conversion features which
involves exchanging many different encrypted currencies and converting them
to online points. With transparent and safe payment which is easy to apply
toward overall entertainment markets, this includes the function as the
ticketing hub which prevents illegal ticket markets, and the tool for contents
consumption.

[Application diagram: - application menu]

3. Background
3.1 Market scope
Customers are accustomed to purchasing contents in various fields such as
performances, movies, music and sports via digital platform.

Markets for entertainment industries and sports industries worldwide have
been sailing with fair wind. Reasons why the entertainment industry is
recognized as one of the leading industry fields among other services are as
follows:
1. There is a growing tendency of taking more importance in leisure in
human lives and of seeking ‘joy’ according to improved economic
condition.
2. Since people have begun to work only for 5 weekdays, it is regarded as
the ‘blue ocean’ industry.
3. Status of cultural industry, which creates knowledge and information, is
getting

highlighted due

to

reinforced

protection

over

intellectual

properties. Demand on products from entertainment and sports industries
is shown to be rapidly increasing.

⚫ Continuous growth of live performance markets at the moment

-

Music consuming culture is being shifted from ‘listening’ to ‘watching’ (idol
artists gaining popularity)

-

Desire for purchasing visual records is reduced, and it is redirected to
watching performances as a different form of need.

-

There are more famous pop stars visiting Korea for their performances. Since
K-pop is being globalized, Korean artists have more opportunities for the
global tours and performance plans.

-

Live performance markets worldwide are worth USD 28 billion estimated in
2015. Its CAGR reaches up to 2.7%.

-

Performance industry as the ‘watching music’, providing the value of
experience, takes up the major profit in the music industry compared to
stagnant records and record markets.

<Figure 1 - Performance market scope worldwide>

<Figure 2 - Domestic performance ticketing market scope>

⚫ Sports industry market worldwide is in expansion while being fused with
different fields such as tourism, fashion, electronics, IT, etc.

-

Sports industry market worldwide is growing while being fused with different
fields such as tourism, fashion, electronics, IT, etc.

-

With more interests and consumption on culture and leisure, the domestic
sports industry is one of the high-growth industrial fields with its CAGR of
11.4%.

-

Scope of the sports tourism market out of the overall tourism markets is
worth USD 600 billion per year, taking up 14% out of the overall tourism
markets.

-

According to the ‘2015 sports industry white paper’, recently published by
Ministry of Culture, Sports and Tourism, the sports industry of Korea is
estimated to be worth KRW 43 trillion (in 2015). Korean domestic market has
a limited capacity which is about 8% of that of the U.S., however, it is noted
that the Korean sports industry has high potential for sure. It explains that
“Korean sports industry for the last 5 years has been growing over 5% per
year. The number of personnel and companies in the sports industry is also in
increase.”

-

KBO, the nation’s most popular sports, is leading the growth of domestic
sports industries. 54% of audiences who visited the stadium have seen the
other matches also over 5 times. Annual consumption for the audiences is
reported to be KRW 340,000 in average.

<Figure 3: Current entrance import condition in sports markets worldwide>

<Figure 4: Domestic 4 different sports market condition with audiences>

3.2 Market issue
Various issues occur on the other side of the entertainment market system.
-

Partial profit distribution between the contents creator and the distribution
platform, as well as copyright violation, etc.

-

It is described as the ‘Lack of transparency on information’ due to
centralization, such as copyright management issues, profit estimation and
distribution issues: copyright information leakage, partial profit distribution,
late estimation, lack of estimation data.
We believe that the artists have the reason to fairly require their own rights,
based on ‘transparent and opened information’. If the artists can directly
check the contents usage condition in real time or in a cumulative sense,

there could come a society where they receive the right compensation in
return.

-

Artists have lost the opportunity to focus on creating all along. This works as
the opportunity cost for modern people, derived from the centralized
information management’. According to the unnecessary spending, there are
issues in creating contents with high quality.

-

Korea has had some purchase systems only available with Active-X from the
Internet Explorer till now, which reduces the desire to consume through
complexity in purchase, and frequent errors. There are difficulties from using
the separate payment method under different currencies per nation. Currency
variation can be tough considering the gaps in exchange rates.

-

According to the survey from Stub Hub, the world’s leading ticketing market
in June 2017, 61% of respondents have experiences in purchasing tickets
illegally. Since the demand and supply are vividly shown online, purchasing
the valuable ticket means much more spending compared to the normal price.
This threatens both suppliers and consumer in the ticketing market.

-

Considering the existing crowd funding with high risk & high return, initial
investment cost is high for production. In this condition above, however, fair
return on the investment cost becomes potentially risky.

“What is crowd funding?”
‘Crowd funding’ stands for: the form in gathering capital from various
individual investors, through small-scale sponsorship or investment purpose.

-

This has a complex procedure in capital procurement, and there is lack of
capital protection solutions for the investors. Crowd funding has an
intermediary (business participator) such as central recording institute,
investment list management institute, deposition institute, stock firm, etc.
Therefore, the investor should take more time in searching the right
investment subject, in returning the investment cost through the fair method.
Additional cost comes from this accordingly. Also, because there is lack of
capacities and performance information of the crowd funding platform
companies, aiding the decision-making process of the investors, opportunities
in investment, and in entertainment industry development are reduced.

The reason why this blockchain has more interests attracted, which are showing
excellent performance in enhancing reliability and transparency of digital transaction
in recent entertainment industries, is because it can have a solution of activating
further investment in the entertainment market, against: partial profit distribution in
the contents industry, copyright violation, participation issues of global fans due to
language difference, separate payment methods, market distortion by illegal ticket
sellers, etc.

3.3 Resolution
Solution to the issues: AXL Wallet Application
“This has the user-friendly interface based on decentralized blockchain,
and also enables entertainment investment with the payment method
through PG (payment gateway) of impartial and transparent AXL coin. It
further provides purchase service on entertainment/sports market

contents, and on associated products. It conducts as the peer-to-peer
platform, without irrational intermediary commission system.”

- AXL Wallet Application
“This is the integrated entertainment platform service, which supplements the
issues in existing entertainment markets, and provides all the related services
required by consumers, producers and creators in the culture contents market
such as performance, sports, movies and exhibitions, into AXL.”

<Figure 5 - AXL Wallet Application web/application image>

Entertainment market formation based on transparent data disclosure
AXL Wallet Application does not need the ticketing intermediary or the exchange,
which worked as complexity in existing payment procedures. It resolves partial profit
distribution and copyright violation issues between the contents creator and the
distribution platform, using the transparent transaction verification through the
smart contract out of blockchain technology. AXL Wallet Application is also in
multiple languages, which lowers the entry barriers against the global fans, and
which enables smooth interaction.

Service cost reduction according to payment system integration
Through the payment system using PG (payment gateway) of impartial and
transparent AXL, the process is easier and simpler, while satisfying desire to
consume. It further works as the solution against: exchange rate commission due to
different currency values per nation, and foreign-exchange loss of more than 8%
according to the exchange rate differences.
Ticketing process in AXL Wallet Application is through the smart contract, and the
blockchain technology records every step, so that the ticket cannot have a higher
price or cannot be sold illegally. Since the price change is impossible, profit from the
ticket therefore solely goes to the artist and the producer. Consumer also prevents
unnecessary spending from illegal/expedient ticketing.

Resolution of crowd funding, using ‘AXL Wallet Application’
<Characteristics of AXL Wallet Application crowd funding>

1. Entertainment contents investment with high investment entry barrier
for common people, can be conducted without having risks through
AXL coin.
2. It enables immediate estimation on investment profit, after completing
the prioritized ticket reservation and related projects on created
contents.
3. Investment return can be maximized, without spending further cost for
intermediary commission and estimation.

⚫ Improvement against complexity and inconvenience from crowd funding
investment procedures
-

Intermediary no longer exists, and the related cost is reduced. Simplified
procedures resolve inconvenience.

-

Payment is simplified through AXL coin, which makes improvement against
complexity and inconvenience.

⚫ Information disclosure based on technology
-

There is no intermediary intervention through blockchain distribution ledger
technology. Every transaction record is transparently disclosed. Funding
reliability is improved through real time estimation.

-

Intermediary no longer exists, and the related cost is reduced.

⚫ Crowd funding through the smart contract
-

Automatic transfer can be set, so that the contract is fulfilled without
having trouble once the contract condition is met.

-

Investor’s capital can be protected, since the capital is not shifted without
meeting the condition.

-

Profit distribution process is simplified, due to no additional cost for
monitoring, conducting and estimating the contract.

4. Technical feature
4.1 Base technology specification
- 4.1.1 Objective of blockchain technology
Currently, blockchain technology has passed the ‘blockchain 1.0 era’ along with
Bitcoin (initial stage with a simple listing function which recorded movement of
goods), and the ‘blockchain 2.0 era’ along with Ethereum (development stage which
presented various types of platforms and associated potential using the smart
contract). It now desires the hyper-connected society, the keyword for the 4th
industrial revolution, by connecting multiple data and contents to blockchain
technology with various methods. ‘Blockchain 3.0 era’ is coming, where the high
performance and high efficiency blockchain technology is in propagation and
acceleration, aiming to improve competitiveness in all industries.
Major

features

of

blockchain

technology

are

decentralization,

based

on

agreements. This is for information security, saved but not subject to certain
government or organizations.
Encrypted currency is a certain kind of saved information. This based on
blockchain technology does not have any border, compared to legal currencies per
nation at the moment. Cost to secure and maintain the system is remarkably low.
It is relatively transparent in transaction, regarding the private or systematic
unethical issues likely to occur in existing centralized currency management (bank
transaction, financial transaction such as stock).

[Platform diagram]

4.1.2 Objective & application of the wallet and DAPP

[Application layer diagram]

AXL Coin Wallet is provided as an all-in-one application, with its advantages in
usability and security.
Application, operating both in Android and iOS system, prepares and transmits the
contract between users and supports synchronized account management through
blockchain technology.
Contents are purchased through the prepared contract in advance, and further
flexible payment environment is provided through exchanging them with other
forms of tokens.
Management tool and log tool are provided also for the contents provider. User
shares the interface with limited access.

This will support the contents provider with fair opportunities, and the consumer
with compensation, leading to enhanced supply & demand chain.
Private Storage Chain is formed with high usability to make them happen.
Application engages its communication through the tunneling channel. All the
channels will be covered by the cloud proxy layer, and it will have a high level of
response latency anywhere in the world.

4.2 AXL coin wallet platform
- 4.2.1 Differences from existing platforms
Existing coin exchange wallets are generally used for transferring cash, however, it is
very dangerous to participate into ICO or to connect to other smart contracts using
this coin exchange wallets. Wallets for transfer are likely to be the randomly
facilitated by the coin exchange, not to have the personal wallet address. Virtual
currencies may be lost if used in the application requiring the control with personal
keys. Different from this coin exchange wallet issue, difficult to facilitate except
simple transfer, AXL Wallet Application provides the AXL Wallet service optimized
through real time P2P (peer to peer) transaction in value exchange (AXL Online Point
exchange, exchanges with other virtual currencies), overall contents application in
entertainment/sports fields, security and convenience enabling crowd funding service,
etc.

4.3 Transaction speed
-

Transaction speed is becoming a major issue in the platforms based on
Ethereum at the moment. Higher transaction speed leads to lack of security.
Higher security leads to reducing transaction speed.

-

In case of existing mining systems, block difficulty is lowered to improve
transaction speed, which only benefits the specific miners with high
computing capacity. AXL Coin is 100% pre-mined on the other hand, leading
to fast transaction speed while having no issues above.

-

Existing Ethereum controls difficulty and the block size, and sets its objective
as 12 seconds (practically about 15 seconds). AXL sets its objective of block
creation time as 10 seconds, seeking both transaction speed and difficulty
control.

<Ethereum Average Blocktime Chart, 2nd of July, 2018>

<Ethereum Block Difficulty Chart. 2nd of July, 2018>

4.4 Customer recommendation system using machine
learning within DAPP
-

AXL Wallet Application provides various contents associating entertainment
and sports contents with blockchain technology. Value of AXL Coin will be
further enhanced by analyzing the pattern of other users who have similar
characteristics with the customer, and by recommending various contents
which could be interested to the customer.

-

Recommendation algorithm, which considers the preferences of people
cheering for the same team, same record, same performance and sports, will
show the difference between AXL Coin and other existing blockchain coins
based on entertainment fields.

-

Recommendation algorithm is applied based on machine learning, the
essential part for this recommendation system. This applies the system that
analyzes patterns of various users and makes further recommendation.

- 4.4.1 Description on existing recommendation system
-

Collaborative filtering
-

This is the algorithm of creating one decision-making entity by
integrating the common group out of the selections made by the
customer (performance, record, sports team). This is one of the
basic algorithms based on recommendation.

- 4.4.2 Customer-based contents recommendation of AXL
-

Machine learning algorithm is applied based on preferences of
producers and actors/actresses, not based on the simple sampling from
existing performance selectors using the Pearson correlation coefficient
and category-based filtering. This is used in a variety of contents
businesses

(Netflix,

Watcha),

favored

as

the

advanced

method

compared to existing simple recommendation methods.

-

This applies the algorithm which used the part grouping based on
users with similar characteristics also. Contents will be recommended
more precisely, while understanding each user characteristic.

-

This will group and segregate entertainment information from various
fields involving performance producers, actors/actresses and sports
teams, differentiated from other recommendation systems. This will be
applied in improving the added value, through its recommendation
contents fit to user preference.

4.5 Ether exchange system
AXL Wallet exceeds the boundary of facilitating AXL Coin, but is used as a
tool for cultural contents consumption and application.
To play this role as the consumption hub, we provide an online wallet
function for other encrypted currencies and an exchange function for other
encrypted currencies, different from AXL Coin.
This will lead to wide flexibility, distinguished from other existing currencies.
Since AE PAY only supports AXL Coin and AXL Online Point, we can have an
additional effect of inducing the other coins to be converted to AXL Coin.
Enhanced security measures will be included according to the scheduled
roadmap. Through using AXL Wallet Application, we will make quick
responses to newly brought up security-related issues.
AXL Wallet will have high priority in this AXL Wallet Application market due to
these, which is currently dispersed throughout different media. This will
provide motivation to use AXL Wallet Application, and to have AXL Coin, even
to the users who do not own AXL Coin at the moment.

[Exchange system example diagram]

4.6 Contents provider

Most of the contents provision at the moment is through agencies.
Major-scale distribution agencies exist, with formidable market dominance in
each record distribution field, performance distribution field and sports

contents distribution field. This is natural and comfortable in a way, but
causes numerous side effects.
Agencies have too much influence, and the actual contents provider stands
not in an equal position but in certain lower hierarchy, sometimes with unfair
treatment. Agencies are able to intentionally select the priority of distribution,
and also are able to reduce the provided contents with less influence.
AXL Coin means to improve this irrational structure and to expand the cultural
contents consumption field. AXL Wallet, the former stage for AE PAY
facilitating AXL Coin and AXL Online Point, provides the user experience fit to
the contents providers.
AXL Wallet is developed as a platform which consumers and both creators of
the contents can share within. Creator can be released from the excessive
commission cost pressure, as well as from being subjected to contents
provision platforms per nation, which has been pointed out as the main issue
for existing platforms. This will further provide fair and advantageous
opportunities towards both creators and consumers.

[Diagram for existing subjected contents provision platform]

4.7 Illegal ticketing prevention solution
Through blockchain technology difficult to forge or falsify, under multiple
performers, we provide the solution for eradicating illegal tickets and massive
sweeping of certain groups.
Ticket purchase is through the smart contract, and its details are recorded
into blockchain.
Ticket of the buyer is issued as the encrypted ticket through AXL Wallet
Application right before the performance begins, and this in principle prevents
the reselling of the ticket.

[AXL ticketing process diagram & E-ticket]

4.8 Point conversion
Decentralization is a crucial factor to the encrypted currency, and is one of
the biggest differences compared to existing payment methods. Encrypted
currency has improved shortages of existing payment methods, with high
development potential, however, there are still some issues from the
encrypted currency which are unsolved yet.
Part of them is practically unable to be resolved in a short term.
1. Most of the providers accept conventional legal currencies only.
This is associated with other issues also, and can be broadly interpreted as
the results of them, too. Encrypted currencies are yet used in convenience
stores, in well-known online shopping malls and in car sales markets. This will
be gradually resolved nevertheless, no one can be sure if the encrypted
currencies would earn its usability as much as the legal currencies.
There are various kinds of encrypted currencies, and their values vary with
substantial gaps. This gives the reason why the service and product providers,
currently operating the existing payment system, do not facilitate the
encrypted currencies as their next payment method. AXL Coin focused on the
culture business fields, and partly overcame this issue.
2. Longer transaction confirmation time compared to legal currencies
Many encrypted currencies have been putting their efforts in reducing
transaction time competitively. We aim to develop AXL Coin for making it
possible in practical use.
In a realistic sense, it is not a good strategy to develop the encrypted
currency to have an equivalent or exceeding level over centralized payment
systems and cash transaction confirmation time at the moment. This also has

many parts against decentralization, and against the decision-making process
under participation of many.
We might have to make sacrifice on security which is a much more valuable
factor, if we aim to reduce the confirmation steps or to establish a certain
reliable network itself, with the purpose of competing against the existing
systems where a single confirmation step is enough to approve the
transaction in also a single centralized system.
3. Commission system disadvantageous to micropayment
Conventional commission system, generally exposed proportional to the price,
is direct and looks fair, and that is what we are accustomed to.
Commission system for the encrypted currencies however is determined
proportional to system resource consumption and priority. Therefore, it is
complex, difficult to predict, and not familiar.
This is designed for compensation to nodes conducting transactions and for
reinforcing security. This is fair to the participating nodes however is very
unfair from the user’s point of view in micropayment.

‘AXL Wallet Application’ is to actively resolve this issue above. As the
transitional buffer, we use AXL Online Point which is controlled by the central
server.
AXL Coin is linked with its value in real time and can be exchanged with AXL
Online Point back and forth. To supplement relatively lower security, AXL
Online Point has a retention limit. Self-locking device will be additionally
provided.
This is apparently against the value for decentralization however, it is
regarded as the transitional measure for supplementing the technology limit
at the moment.

Transaction with AXL Online Point, converted from AXL Coin, does not have
any commission, while having the equivalent value with legal currencies. The
maximum number of transactions conducted per second reaches to millions.
AXL Online Point will be used as the supplementary currency to AE PAY,
providing a better user environment in micropayment and in quick ticket
purchase, etc.

5. Distribution plan (Coin issuance)
- 5.1 Coin distribution & management plan

-

5.2 Fund application plan

6. Partners

- 6.1 MOU
-

Korea National Safety Agency - Korea Ministry of the Interior and Safety

-

THE GROUP Corp.

-

X-Widget ECOTREE Corp.

-

RHINO23 Corp.

-

THELIMETHAILAND Corp.

-

Recordgram Corp. (Tunes Token)

-

ESC-LOCK Corp. (Korea M&A Center)

-

ChuKye Art University

-

ShinHan University

-

SaeSung Corp. Premium Mall

-

M-1 GLOBAL Corp.

-

Korea Movie Artist Association

-

DPS Corp. Dae-Hang-Ro plant – 97 theater 1,000 contents

-

TNG PAY Corp. pending agreement

-

(American Crypto Exchange)C Public Corp.

7. Roadmap
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9. Caution
This AXL white paper is for informational purposes only.
ABA BLOCKCHAIN LAB does not guarantee the accuracy of the conclusions reached
in this white paper. White papers are provided "as they are". This is (but not limited
to) explicit or implied. There is no statement or warranty.

(i) warranties of merchantability, fitness for a particular purpose, ownership or noninfringement;

(ii) the contents of this white paper or free from error or suitable for any purpose;

(iii) such information shall not infringe upon the rights of any third party;

All warranties are explicitly marked. ABA BLOCKCHAIN LAB and its affiliates are not
liable for any damages resulting from the use, reference or confidence of the
information contained in this white paper.
ABA BLOCKCHAIN LAB or its Affiliates shall not be held liable to any person or
entity for direct, indirect, special or derived damages on the use, reference, or
reliance on this white paper or the content contained herein.
This white paper is not the end. Future updates are coming out of axlpay.io
Cryptocurrency has no price limit, maximum or minimum, and considering that it is
traded 24 hours, 365 days, its value dramatically fluctuates depending on speculative
demand and changes in domestic/international regulation environment.

